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Aluminum Pendant Box Assemblies
Custom Solutions

Aluminum Pendant Box Assemblies protect the wiring from the ingress of 
dust, dirt, moisture, and chemicals. The enclosure also prevents buttons 
from being damaged due to impact and heavy load. Each assembly is 
delivered pre-wired to customer specifications, making it ready to install on 
arrival. Boxes are available as 4-button and 8-button assemblies. 2-button 
and 6-button versions are also available with blanks. 

Ratings

Features & Benefits

Aluminum Split Shell   
Provides defense against 
impact and abrasion in heavy 
duty, industrial applications. 

Internal Sealing Gasket  
Provides an environmental 
seal to effectively safeguard 
against the ingress of liquids 
and particles. 

Silicone Booted 
Buttons   
Provides an environmental 
seal for a variety of button 
configurations, interlocks, and 
speeds. 

Strain Relief   
Custom strain relief adapters 
to limit the failure points from 
tension force. 

Plug & Play Design  
Pre-terminated with offerings 
for quick disconnect plugs 
and receptacles to reduce 
downtime. 

Electrical Connection Enclosures
Custom Solutions

TPC’s expert engineers specialize in tailoring custom electrical enclosures to 
perfectly align with the unique requirements of your site. Collaborating closely 
with your team, we’ll identify the optimal enclosure solution for the rapid and 
secure connection of your emergency power equipment. Our diverse range 
of enclosure designs and connection styles offers a multitude of choices to 
suit your exact needs and specifications. 

Features & Benefits

Plug & Play Design   
Pre-terminated and ready to work out of the box 
with TPC’s Single Pole Power Assemblies to 
reduce downtime. 

PA22 Receptacles   
Transfer molded PA22 receptacles with closure 
caps to prevent the ingress of liquids and 
particles. Each receptacle is phase color coded 
for identification. 

Material Options    
Offered in carbon steel or stainless steel with a 
variety of size options for an application specific 
solution. Enclosure door is hinged and lockable. 

Polycarbonate Pendant 
Box Assemblies

Custom Solutions

Polycarbonate Pendant Box Assemblies come pre-wired to your 
specifications and ready for immediate installation. Although they cannot 
handle as much impact as aluminum, they are lighter and can accommodate 
up to 12 buttons, making them a popular solution for light duty applications. 

Features & Benefits

Polycarbonate Shell   
Weighs less than 2 pounds, while 
remaining durable for industrial 
applications. 

Internal Sealing Gasket   
Provides an environmental seal to 
effectively safeguard against the 
ingress of liquids and particles. 

Strain Relief      
Custom strain relief adapters to limit 
the failure points from tension force. 

Plug & Play Design 
Pre-terminated with offerings for quick 
disconnect plugs and receptacles to 
reduce downtime. 


